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The theory of dilute magnetic alloys is studied using Anderson's model. The Coulomb in-
teraction is represented by the fluctuating potential acting on single electrons at the impurity
site, and the partition function is rigorously formulated as a path integral over all possible
time histories of this potential. For any particular path, the response of the electron gas is
calculated using a method introduced by Nozieres and De Dominicis, which is exact in the
limit that the potential fluctuations are slow. From this, the contribution of any particular
path to the partition function is obtained as an explicit and rather simple functional. When
the Coulomb interaction is large compared to the width of the virtual bound state, a particular
group of paths are singled out on the basis that they make the largest contributions. The
functional is evaluated for this set of paths, and gives an expression which can be interpreted
as the grand partition function for a one-dimensional gas of classical particles interacting
through a logarithmic pair potential. This is identical to the result of a recent study of the
s - d exchange model by Anderson and Yuval. An analysis of this result has been given earlier,
and it yields a satisfactory description of the Kondo effect. The resistivity is estimated, and
found to approach the unitarity limit below the Kondo temperature and the Hartree-Fock value
above the Kondo temperature. The correspondence between the Anderson and s-d exchange
models is shown to break down when the former is only weakly magnetic.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a new approach to the
theory of dilute magnetic alloys. ' The approach
employs the Anderson model, and bases its only
approximations on a single widely held assump-
tion: Spin polarization on the impurity persists
much longer than it would in the absence of the
Coulomb interaction. The goal of the investigation
is to make firmly based predictions about the be-
havior of dilute alloys below the Kondo tempera-
ture, where perturbation expansions diverge. ' Be-
cause the physical mechanism of the Kondo effect
is not well understood, it is very difficult to give

a priori justification to any approximation proce-
dure. For this reason we have avoided the stan-
dard gambits of modern many-body theory, such
as partial summation of perturbation expansions
and decoupling equations of motion. While such
schemes have the ability to continue the leading
terms in high-temperature expansions to low tem-
peratures, this ability is not a genuine criterion
for their quality as low-temperature approxima-
tions. The key approximation in this study is
purely mathematical; no class of diagram or type
of correlation is excluded. Furthermore, the
validity of the approximation can be established
self-consistently from the behavior of the solution.
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The approach is the outgrowth of several lines
of investigation. Anderson showed that a spin-
polarized state is energetically favorable for his
model when the Coulomb repulsion U on the im-
purity becomes larger than the width 6 of its vir-
tually bound d state. This result was derived
within the Hartree-Fock approximation, and the
mechanism involved is generally accepted as the
correct one for local moment formation. There
is a serious difficulty, however. The polarized
state is a "broken-symmetry" solution of the mod-
el. While such solutions are acceptable approxi-
mations in the case of large systems that undergo
phase transitions, it is very difficult to believe
that a single atom could induce such an effect. The
operational definition of the existence of a local
moment is that the excess susceptibility (of the
alloy over the pure host) approximates a. Curie
law, at least above some temperature. ' This re-
quires that the spin polarization on the impurity
be long lived, but not infinitely long lived as in
the Hartree-Fock approximation.

Theoretical treatments yielding such long-lived
spin fluctuations were put forward by several
workers using the linearized time-dependent Har-
tree-Fock (or random-pha. se) approximation. This
approximation has the disadvantage of breaking
down just at the value of U at which Anderson's
broken-symmetry solution becomes possible. To
yield the desired long lifetimes, the value of U

must be just under this threshold, a condition
which could only be expected in isolated instances.
Furthermore, the intrinsic linearity of the ap-
proximation precludes saturation of the moment in
an applied field and a Curie-law temperature
dependence.

This theory was substantially improved and
"nonlinearized" by Suhl, who retained the random-
phase approximation but included the fluctuation-
induced broadening of the local single-particle
spectrum. The resulting renormalized random-
phase approximation was valid for arbitrarily large
values of U. Detailed calculations showed that the
temperature dependence of the susceptibility and
resistivity resembled experimental results. Un-
fortunately, the characteristic temperature found
within this approximation is proportional to
exp[ —(U/&)'], instead of exp[- (U/&)] as expected
from the Kondo-effect mechanism. This suggests
that many processes contributing to the Kondo
anomaly, including the leading ones, are omitted.

The local spin-fluctuation description of magnet-
ic alloys is not the exclusive property of these
particular approximations. Since the spin-up and
spin-down electron gases are coupled only through
the impurity d state, each system must see the
other as a localized fluctuating potential. Recent

developments in another problem suggest that the
Kondo-effect divergences are all connected with
the response of each electron gas to the low-fre-
quency components of the fluctuating potential.
Furthermore, the newly developed techniques can
be adapted to a suitably formulated version of the
spin problem.

In studying x-ray absorption in metals, Mahan
found that the interaction between the conduction
electrons and the localized deep hole created by
the x ray could not be treated by perturbation the-
ory. Each term in the series diverged as some
power of ln l& —o t as the x-ray energy ap-
proached the absorption threshold &0. ' The singu-
larities are associated with the Fermi-surface
cutoff of the conduction-electron distribution, as
are the divergent coefficients found by Kondo in
the perturbation series for the s-d exchange model.
Nozieres, Gavoret, and Roulet" were able to sum
an extremely complicated set of diagrams corre-
sponding to the most and next-most divergent terms
in perturbation theory, which accurately describe
the threshold behavior for a weak electron-hole
interaction.

A far simpler treatment of the same problem was
given by Nozieres and De Dominicis (ND). ' They
observed that the deep hole and its interaction with
the electrons could be rigorously replaced by a
time-dependent potential. For absorption near the
threshold, this potential could be considered slow-
ly varying, and the response of the electrons could
be calculated exactly. The key step in the calcu-
lation was to replace the free-electron Green's
function by the function it approaches asymptoti-
cally at large times. The equation for scattering
by the potential then becomes a soluble singular
integral equation of the type studied by Muskhelish-
vili. " We shall refer to the step of replacing the
Green's function by its asymptotic form as the ND

approximation.
The solution calculated by this simplified method

is valid for an arbitrarily strong electron-hole in-
teraction. It only depends on the scattering phase
shifts at the Fermi surface produced by a time-
independent potential of the same value. Expand-
ing the phase shift for a weak potential reproduces
the result obtained by diagrammatic summation.

To use the ND method on the Anderson model,
it is necessary to consider the fluctuating potential
explicitly. This can be accomplished using a rig-
orous transformation introduced by Stratonovich
and generalized by Hubbard. " The transformation
replaces instantaneous two-particle interactions
with interactions mediated by a c-number field.
Unlike the familiar problems with interactions
mediated by a quantum field, this c-number field
has no intrinsic dynamics. Its values at separate
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space-time points are independent random vari-
ables with Gaussian distribution. However, it
acquires a nontrivial "dynamics" through its cou-
pling to the particles.

In the case of the Anderson model, the fluctuat-
ing field only acts on the d state and is a function
of time alone. Any particular such function will
subsequently be called a path. The ND approxi-
mation can be used to calculate the electron-gas
response for each path, and we expect it to do so
with sufficient accuracy. High-frequency fluctua-
tions are not treated accurately, and are not ex-
pected to be important to the magnetic properties
of the impurity. The Stratonovich-Hubbard trans-
formation gives the partition function as a sum of
contributions from all paths. ' ' We shall be in-
terested in identifying the most important paths
and calculating their contributions.

The main result of this paper is to show that for
large U/b, a simple set of paths makes the domi-
nant contribution. The average of the partition
function over these paths corresponds precisely to
an expression recently found by Anderson and Yuval
for the s-d exchange model. ' Their method ap-
plies the ND approximation to a rearranged form
of perturbation theory for that model, and has little
in common with the method used here except the
result. This may be interpreted as a classical
partition function for a one-dimensional gas, and
an approximate evaluation of its properties has
been carried out. '7

A further result is that the case of U/6- I is
found to be qualitatively different from the large
U case. The interpretation of weakly magnetic
impurities as Kondo-compensated states with high
Kondo temperatures is therefore inappropriate.

A crude calculation of the resistivity is also
given. The unitarity limit (for orbital s -wave
scattering) is found for temperatures well below
the Kondo temperature. The scattering rate falls
to the value found in the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation at high temperatures or magnetic fields.

In Sec. II, our use of the Hubbard transforma-
tion is discussed, and the eigenstates of the single-
particle part of tribe (Hamiltonian are derived. In
Sec. III, the ND (ppqoximation for this problem,
the Green's function for an arbitrary path, and
the contribution to the partition function from an
arbitrary path are derived. In Sec. IV, the parti-
tion function is evaluated for the appropriate paths
in the weak- and strong-coupling limits, and the
correspondence with the Anderson- Yuval expres-
sion is shown. In Sec. V, the resistivity is cal-
culated. In Sec. VI, the main results and key
steps in achieving them are summarized and dis-
cussed critically in the context of the complete
calculation.

In Sec. III, the ND approximation is used in its
original form, which is strictly applicable only
well below the Kondo temperature. A generaliza-
tion valid for all temperatures is relegated to the
Appendix, since it requires more complicated and
less familiar mathematics. The result, however,
is an extremely simple modification of the low-
temperature expression.

II. FORMULATION OF PARTITION FUNCTION

A. Single-Particle Solutions of Anderson Model

The Hamiltonian of the Anderson model is the
sum of two terms:

&p=Z al,on~a+Z eu, ~u,
ka 0

+Z ( V~~C t,tCu~+V~~Cu, C~, ),
ko

Hg = Un~, n„

(2 I)

(2. 2)

The creation operator for the eigenstates of Ho
may be written, in general, as a linear combina-
tion of those for the unperturbed states:

C~=a ~~C~, +~ k a xkCk
Y'

(2. 2)

Schrodinger's equation then yields two coupled
equations for the coefficients;

(e~ —e~) a &u +Z ~ V~~a ~ = 0,
(e~ —&~)a)*,„+V~ua ~ =0 .

(2 4)

(2. 6)

where p is the density of k states and g can be
identified as the scattering phase shift. Away fx'om

&~ the sum in (2. 6) may be replaced by anintegral:
L

e, -e, -p(e,)lv(e,)l' Z [&+n(& )/v] '

d p(&) ~ V(&) ~'
(2. 6)

wOO

where L is a large integer (but much smaller than
the number of states N). P denotes principal

Eliminating the coefficients gives the eigenva}ue
equation

(2. 6)

Now let us assume that the free-electron states
are given in a spherical-harmonic decomposition
around the impurity, and that Vk~ is nonzero for
only one harmonic. The set of these Ek then forms
a one-dimensional mesh which is evenly spaced in
the neighborhood of any energy. The value of the
sum in (2. 6) varies from -~ to +~, as e~ varies
between two neighboring mesh points, so there is
a solution &, between every pair &k, &k, , We can
write
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value, and V(e) = V„~ at e„=e. Using the formula' Z= Zo(T, exp[ —f drH, (7)]), (2.18)

Z (I+g/v) '= vcotq,
g-~co

we find

q(e, )=tan ' vp(e, )Iv(e,)I'

&«~„-&, —P d&

(2. O)

(2. io)

where Zo is the partition function for Ho, p = I/&T,
H, is in the interaction representation defined by
Ho, T, is the ordering operator with respect to T,
and () is the thermal average with respect to Ho.
The transformation requires that H& be a diagonal
quadratic form of operators. This can be accom-
plished in an infinite variety of ways by making
use of the identity

If the usual convention of treating p and V as con-
stants is followed, this simplifies to

q (e) = tan ' [a/(e, —e)], (2. 11)

Is~ I'+~. Is-I'= i (2. 12)

where 6 is the resonance width given by the numer-
ator in (2. 10).

We will also need the matrix element a,„which is
determined from the normalization requirement

2 =+ tf6 +fthm fy
(2. 19)

Hf 4 U(n~, +n~ ) —
4 U(n~, -n~ ) (2. 20)

for reasons discussed later. In (2. 18), the op-
erators in H, may be treated as independent c
numbers for each 7 as long as they are within the
domain of T,. Therefore, for each v we may use
the identity

and moving the n~, terms into Ho. We shall choose
the particular form

Substituting (2.5) in (2. 12) yields P 00e' = f dxezp( —vx —2v ax) (2.2i)

The sum in (2. 13) is so singular that it is equal to
the contribution from the vicinity of &)„alone,

to replace the exponential of the squared opera-
tors, represented by a, by an integral in which
the operators only appear linearly in the exponent.
This yields

I&„ I'=
I
1+p'(e, ) Iv(e, ) I'

~ Z [&+a(e.)/v]') '.
(2. 14)

Z = Zo flax 5y ( T, exp [ —f d7'(vx o/p+ kayo/p+ H, )]),
(2.22)

where

The sum is evaluated using the formula'

Z (I +q/v) ' = v' csc'7i . (2. iS)

H, = («/P)"'Ix(r)[n„, (r) n, (r)]-
+ iy(v)[n, .(v)+n~ (r)]) . (2. 23)

co

Since p V is of order N, unity may be neglected
by comparison and

'n(, )/ 'p'(, ) I v(,) I', (2. 16)

which for (2. 11) reduces to

Is-I'= (~/vp) [(~.—e~)'+ ~'] ' . (2. 17)

This unusually extensive treatment of Ho has
been undertaken for several reasons. First, iden-
tification of the phase shift is important for inter-
pretation of later results. Second, the ND approxi-
mation for this problem can be derived very easily
using (2. 17). Third, by starting with the exact
eigenstates of Ho we avoid a double expansion in
V~„and the interaction, which might well lead to
ambiguities as we tried to embed it properly in
an already quite involved many-body theory.

B. Hubbard Formulation

The partition function can be expressed as

Z, = (T,exp[ —f dr@,(r)n„(r) ]), (2. 24)

one for each spin system. The explicit form of
the spin-dependent potential v, is easily obtained
from (2.23).

The exponentia, l in (2. 24) is the same as the S
matrix introduced in the usual derivation of Feyn-
man diagrams for finite-temperature Green's

In (2. 23), x and y are explicitly v -dependent
c-number functions, and n&, are time dependent
through the interaction representation. The in-
tegrals in (2. 22) run over all functions x(r) and

y(r)
The above derivation parallels that given by

Hubbard except in introducing the interaction rep-
resentation at the outset. " For any given path,
explicitly represented here by a particular pair of
functions x and y, the quantum-mechanical average
in (2. 22) factors into a product of two terms of
the form
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrammatic expansion of (2. 24).
Each line corresponds to the Green's function Gz, and

each x to the potential v, (v) times the matrix elements
a~a

functions. Therefore, it is given by the sum of
closed-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1. Each
vertex represents the external potential v, acting
at the time v. The sum is much simpler than
usually encountered, since each vertex is attached
to just two lines representing the Green's functions

G„, where & is one of the previously derived
eigenstates of Ho. The diagrams may be simplified
further by the usual device of grouping connected
parts. The actual sum we will calculate is just
the simple series shown in Fig. 2, which is the
logarithm of the complete sum in Fig. 1. In count-
ing closed-loop diagrams, a, factor of I/n (where
n is the number of vertices) must be included to
reflect the "rotational" invariance of each dia-
gram. This is easily accomplished for the present
simple series. Each vertex is multiplied by the
fictitious coupling constant g, the series is divided

by g, and an integral is performed from g= 0 to
g=1.

Before proceeding, we pause to note the rela-
tionship between this formalism and the conven-
tional diagrammatics. The complete perturbation
series for Z has a product of two sums of the type
shown in Fig. 1. If we write out any single term
in that product, it will be a polynomial in the clas-
sical fields x and y. The Gaussian functional
average over such a polynomial is easily carried
out, and will give a contribution only when each x
and y can be paired with another x and y, respec-
tively, with an equal time argument. In other
words, the x and y fields contribute lines which

connect pairs of vertices in Fig. 1, and the "prop-
agator" of each line is, trivially, 5 function
in time. The square root of U enters as a factor
at each vertex, so each line contributes a factor
U. Thus, we could recover the usual diagrammat-
ic sum with two-particle interactions.

To carry out the sum in Fig. 2, we first note

that each vertex carries the factor v, (7) a~~a ~.~,
where ~ and & ' label the Green's functions flanking
that vertex, and a)„„is the matrix element intro-
duced in (2. 2). Since each vertex is separable in
~ and ~ ', the ~ sums are all independent. %ith
each G& we can group the matrix element factors
from its ends and introduce the quantity

G,',(r —r'') =Z, ~a~ ~'G'„(r —7') . (2. 25)

If we open each loop at one point, the resulting
sum of lines with ends labeled by two times v and

r ' can be called the complete d-state Green's
function for the path under consideration. It can
be generated by iterating the integral equation

+ g f, d7. "G',,(~, v")v, (7")G„(7",v '),

(2.26)

where we have included the coupling constant g.
In terms of the solution of (2. 26), the average
(2. 24) is given by

Z, =exp[ —f dg f d~v, (r)G„,(7, 7 )) . (2. 27)

The complete partition function is obtained by tak-
ing the product Z, Z for a particular path times
the Gaussian weighting factor for that path, and
integrating over all paths.

At this point it is convenient to introduce a
simplifying approximation. The potential v, has
two independent components arising from the two
fields x and y. The x field is coupled to the z com-
ponent of the spin in the d state, while the y fieldis
coupled to the particle number. If we recall the
manner in which this formalism generates the or-
dinary diagrams discussed above, we can argue
that the interaction lines generated by the y field
typically carry large energies. This should be
true because density fluctuations have high char-
acteristic energies (like the plasmon energy), and
because there is no particular instability or near-
instability associated with density fluctuations in
this model. %e expect the density fluctuations to
have a little effect on, or interaction with, the
large long-lived spin-density fluctuations which
we wish to treat accurately. Furthermore, the
ND approximation we shall use is not capable of
treating the response of the electrons to a rapidly

+ + + 0 ' ~

FIG. 2. Linked-cluster diagrams corresponding to
the complete sum in Fig. 1, and equal to its logarithm.
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fluctuating field. Therefore, we shall make the
simylest possible approximation for the integral
over the y field, which is to replace it by its in-
tegrand evaluated for the extremal y function.

Hubbard states that the extremal approximation
to the functional-integral form of the partition
function is equivalent to the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation, and that the extremal paths are 7 inde-
pendent. " Our expressions (2. 26) and (2. 27) are
easily evaluated for constant x and y, and we veri-
fy that they reproduce Anderson's Hartree-Fock
calculation. For &~= —2 U, in which case the
Anderson model becomes symmetric under the in-
terchange of electrons and holes, the equations
determining the best values of x and y are indeyen-
dent and we find

yo= -5 f(UP/v) " . (2.28)

After this value is substituted in (2. 23), it may be
combined with the &„ term in Ho, which it exactly
cancels. This puts the effective d-state resonance
at the Fermi surface in the absence of the inter-
action effects carried by the x field, and greatly
simplifies the algebra of the rest of our calcula-
tion. We shall specialize to the symmetric case,
which we have previously argued is not only rep-
resentative but physically the most realistic.

Some readers may object at this yoint that the
extremal approximation for the y field is unneces-
sary. Wang, Evenson, and Schrieffer have ap-
plied the Hubbard transformation to the Anderson
model in developing a theory of itinerant ferro-
magnetism. ' However, they wrote II, as the diag-
onal quadratic form

+1 2 +(+d +g ) + 2 ~(sg++ +g ) (2.29)

combined the linear term with Ho, and introduced
only a single field to carry out the Hubbard
transformation.

While either form is equivalent and must give
the same results if the electron-gas response and
the functional average are carried out exactly,
this is certainly not true in any particular approxi-
mation. The extremal approximation to the func-
tional derived from (2. 29) acquires spin-polarized
solutions at U= & mA, which is only half the critical
interaction strength found by Anderson. Formally
maximizing Hubbard's general expression indicates
that the extremal approximation corresponds to
the Hartree-Fock approximation if

~.~. (p'. ) =~.~. [(p.)J', (2.30)

where the p are the operators and X the matrix
elements in the selected diagonal quadratic form of
H, ." The form we have chosen, (2. 20), satisfies
this condition, while (2. 29) does not. The lack of
correspondence between the Hartree- Fock approxi-

G,'(r)= —e '~"[1-f(«)], r&0

G~(&) = & "'f(«.),
(3. 1)

where f is the Fermi function. Substituting this
and (2. 21) in (2. 25) and recognizing that the densi-
ty of ~ states and k states may be taken as equal
in converting this sum to an integral yields

G'(r)= —,, & "[f(«)-e(r)J, (3.2)
v (« —«,)'+a'

where e is the unit step function. The three fac-
tors in the integrand may vary on quite different
energy scales. If the weaker of either

(3 3)

or

~r~ »1/~ (3 4)

is satisfied, the Lorentzian may be regarded as
slowly varying compared to the exponential and
removed from the integral. On the other hand, if

(3.5)

the Fermi function may be regarded as a step
compared to the exponential. For this "asymptot-
ic" range of t,

Since we intend to calculate integrals involving
G~ using the asymptotic form, we must specify

mation and the extremal approximation based on

(2. 29) does not appear to be important in the work

of Wang et al. '
In the present work, where our eventual aim will

be to select important paths, the identification of
the Hartree-Pock solution will be of prime impor-
tance. Therefore, we believe that the gains to our
complete program are well worth the cost in for-
mal neatness of introducing the y field and treating
it in what we believe to be a physically well-justi-
fied approximation. ' The importance of having an
independent criterion for selecting the diagonal
quadratic form becomes more obvious when one
realizes-that any normalized linear combination of
(2.20) and (2. 29) could also be used, as well as
many other possibilities.

III. EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONAL

A. Asymptotic 6

To solve (2.26) in a manner paralleling ND, we

must first find the asymptotic form of G,(r) for
large 7. The unperturbed propagators for H
are diagonal in the ~ reyresentation of Sec. II A
and are given by

'
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how to treat the 7.= 0 singularity. This can be

determined by requiring that integrals produce the

correct result when G„ is multiplied by a slowly
varying function. ' If the function is constant over
a range —«r «, where & is large compared to
the appropriate cutoff (S.3) or (3.4), then the in-
tegral using the exact form is

f dv G,'(v) = —a, /(&,'+ a') . (3.7)

This result does not require that v' «P. The as-
ymptotic function will simulate the exact function
and reproduce (3.7) if we set

o,(r)=, , l

—+ —))(~)) .
~~2+a2 L, w7

(S.8}

We shall also need the exact zero-time limit,

G,(o)= — » f(~)o - d(.
+4

=-,' —(I/v) tan '(e, /S), (3.9)

where we have assumed 1/p «e„or A.
The actual H0 that we wish to use after incorpo-

rating the average value of the density field has a
net a~=0. The general expressions (3.8) and (3.9)
will, however, be necessary at later stages of the
calculation.

G,(v, v')=-
)vs(v —v ")

0

(3.10)

where we have dropped the spin index and coupling
constant temporarily and introduced the dimension-
less form of the instantaneous d-state potential

$ (v) = v(v)/a . (3.11)

The variable v
' is strictly a parameter in (3.10),

which is already in a standard form treated by
Muskhelishivili. ' Making the following identifica-
tions, we may substitute directly in his formulas:

B. Solution of Integral Equation

If we substitute our version of the ND approxima-
tion, (3.8) in (2. 26), we obtain

X'(v) 1 —i$(v)
x-(v) i +tg(v)

has the solution

(S.i6)

1
t

dv I - t~(v)

where z is the complex continuation of 7' and the
superscripts + denote the limit as the real axis is
approached from above or below. Since we will
assume $ (0) = $ ( P) = 0 later in this analysis, (3.17)
is the unique solution that is bounded at infinity. "

It is instructive to rewrite (3.17) as

(S.i7)

x'(v) —x-(v)4(z): o.
( ) J

dv
( )( p}

(3 19)
0

The Green's function is then found from his (108.2)
to be

Gg(v, v ') = [@'(v) @(v)]l—th(v) ~ (3.20)

The preceding has been straightforward, but
reducing the formal solution to usable expressions
requires some work. First we note that the real-
axis limits in (3.20) must be taken carefully be-
cause of the double singularity in (3.19). By use
of the well-known Plemelj formula

I/(v+ t~) = S/v+ tv6(v),

one can derive the needed expression,

1 P P P
(v"-v~i&) (v"-v') v' —v v" —v'

(S.2i)

+ (m))(r "—r))~ w')) (r ' —r) ))(r "—~),
(S.22)

X(e) = exp —
~

1 (' dvq(r) (3.18)
7r 7' —8

0

where q= —tan ' (, identified from (2. 11) as the
change in Fermi-surface phase shift which would

be produced by a constant potential equal to the
instantaneous potential. This "instantaneous phase
shift" occurs continually in the remainder of the
paper.

Substituting in Muskhelishivili's (108.9) and using
our (3.15) to simplify the expression yields the
solution of the related inhomogeneous Hilbert
problem;

y=G, (v, v '),
2=1,
& = &5(v),

g(v) =S'/Sv(v v') . —

(3.12)

(3.13)

(S.14)

(3.iS)

where the limit & - 0 is to be taken after the limit
defining the principal value on the left. It is then
straightforward algebra to combine (3.16), (S. 19),
(3.20), and (S.22) and show

I 1 1
G(((vp v ) ~ 1 )Q( )

From his (107.7), (79.2), and (79.6} we find that
the related homogeneous Hilbert problem

x —,+~) ~ 57-~'
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1 1 1 rp(v) —y(v )
2w~h((v) X'(v) X (v) v —v ' ( )

in[1+(',(r)]] . (s.26)

where

„X'(r")-X-(v ")dr"-2
0

r"-7

(3.23)

(3.24)

. y(v) = —,
'

ivy[ X'( )v+X(r) -2] . (3.26)

Using these results, G~ can be more simply re-
written as

1 1 1
4'](v) X'(~) X-(v)

x '(T) + (Tx) -x '(T '
) —x (T

'
)

)7. -r'
C. Linked-Cluster Sum

Our next step must be to evaluate (2. 2V) using
the calculated Green's function. A difficulty is
immediately apparent, since the first term in
(3.27) diverges when we take the limit v'- v' re-
quired in (2.27). Its resolution is obvious. Our
integral equation has done the best it can to make
this term look like G~o for e~ = v(v). To get the
correct equal-time limit, which our equation can-
not give us, we should use the exact G„ to "con-
tinue" our expression. Therefore, we will use
the previously calculated limit (3.9). A similar
divergence occurs in the ND solution of the x-ray
problem where it is identified as a shift of the
absorption threshold. ' Substituting (3.9) in (2.29)
the coupling-constant integral is elementary, and
we obtain the contribution of the adiabatic part of
G~ to the exponent of Z„

A, = —— dv $,(v) ——tan &,(v)
m

0

The terms which are singular as 7. —7
' goes to

zero have been grouped in the first large paren-
theses in (3.23). They can be immediately identi-
fied from (3.8) as the approximate G~oevaluated
with e~/6 replaced by the instantaneous potential
$(v). We will call this the adiabatic part of G~,
implying that it follows the fluctuating field adia-
batically. The remaining "transient" term is
finite at v= ~ '. This term appears singular at
) =0, but it is in fact regular at such points as may
be shown using (3.16).

The integral y defined in (3.24) is easily eval-
uated. Since X(z) is by construction an analytic
function except for a branch cut from 0 to P,

X( ) =1+ . d " „,(3.25)
n'g

0
—g

where the constant 1 has been added to give the
correct limit as z- . Thus,

The transient term is well defined in the equal-
time limit. To express it most simply, let us
define X(v) with no superscript as

X(v) = exp- dv ' q(v')

0

Then,

X'(v) =e"""X(v) .

(s. 29)

(3.30)

The transient part of G~ now gives the limit

Gg (v& v )
( ) ( ) [ cos)V( v)X(v)]

(3.31)

d7 san / —=
de' 2 4 „(0)

(3.33)

As we will see in the Appendix, we must have )v(0)
= r/(P), so this term is zero.

The other term gives the entire transient con-
tribution to the exponent of Z„

8,= —2
— dv sin1)(v) cosvI(v)—1 dg

7T g dT
0 0

f ~, ii(~'),
7 —7

0

To carry out the coupling-constant integration, the
v derivative is first taken inside the v'' integral.
It is allowed to act on v' instead of v, and then
switched to act on vl(r ') through integration by
parts. The assumption 1l(0) =q(P) =0 is made to
drop the end contributions. (This requirement is
removed in the Appendix. ) This yields

2P dv dv' dg . de(v')B = —~ I, —sln2'g v
d p ~

0 0 (s. as)

The definition of vi(v) in the presence of the coupling
constant is

q(v) = —tan 'g$(v) . (s. 36)

If this is substituted in (3.35), the coupling-con-
stant integral becomes

f gh(v) A(v ')
[I+g'('(v)][1+g']'(v ')] dv '

i'"(r, r') = sinn ——s' ii cosa —Inx),1 . g GQ

d7 dv'

(3.32)

where the argument v is to be understood in (3.32).
Substituting the first term of (3. 32) in (2. 2V), we

are led to the integral
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which is elementary. We find

P drdv ' d$(r')
0

1 1+ $~(v')

5'(&) —h'(&') 1+('(&') (3.38)

This completes our program of evaluating the
partition function as a path integral

Z=Z, J 8~Z(&) . (3.39)

We can collect terms from (3.28) and (3.38), and

combine the results for both spin systems noting
that g,(r)= —$ (r). The "partition functional" may
be written

Z(g) =exp( —f dr [V($)+ T(])]) . (3.40)

Although we have not carried it through the calcu-
lation, it is easy to show that an external magnetic
field Ho simply adds to (3.41) the term

V'= (2b/U)p~H, $ . (3.42)

The transient term is a nonlocal operator on E:

P
d

1
~(

)d~(v''),2 7 ~' 'dr'
0

1 1 $+(r)
~'(r) -~'(") 1 &'(") (3.43)

(This term inadvertently appeared with a minus

sign in Ref. 1.) The result of the Appendix shows
that when $ has important very low-frequency
components (of order 1/P), the replacement

(3.44)

V($) includes the original Gaussian weighting fac-
tor and depends only on the instantaneous value
of P, :

V = (nm/U) $ —(2A/v) [& tan '& ——,
' ln(l + $ )] . (3 41)

in the solution of the integral equation. However,
these are excluded by the requirement $(0) = $( P) if
we recognize that equality includes being on the
same Riemann surface. ] Since the density fluctua-
tions have frequencies which lie predominantly be-
yond the limit of validity of ND, we do not believe
it would be physically meaningful to include them.

IV. EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONAL

A. Simple Approximations

There are no known systematic methods to
evaluate functional integrals. Our approach will
be to attempt to select the most important paths
and relate the sum of our functional over these
paths to previously studied problems. Z($)/Z can
be regarded as the probability of a path, and
—(1/P) 1nZ(() as an energy associated with that
path. It may be conceptually helpful to think of
$(r) as the coordinate of a particle; then the two

terms V and Tin the path-energy functional can be
thought of, respectively, as the potential and kinet-
ic energy of the particle.

The function V is shown in Fig. 3 for several
values of U. For U/vb & 1, it has a single minimum
at the origin, while for U/wd, &1, it develops a
pair of minima symmetrically located about the
origin, and the origin becomes a maximum.

It appears that the T functional must be positive
definite. Each term in the trace defining Z($),
(2. 24), is the amplitude for finding the electron
gas in its initial state after it has been subjected
to the potential $. It is clear that a fluctuating po-
tential will scatter more amplitude out of the ini-
tial state than a 7'-independent potential of the same
average value. Hence T must favor straightpaths.
We shall prove that this is so for all the types of
paths which we study in detail.

The most probable path is thus 7 independent
and at the minimum of V, the position of which is

should be made in (3.43). This is really quite a
simple result, since we had no reason at the out-
set to believe that the functional would only depend
on $ at two times rather than arbitrarily many
times.

Briefly, the approximations leading to (3.39)-
(3.43) are the following: (i) the ND approximation,
which has been discussed at length; (ii) the use of
the exact G„ to continue the adiabatic part of our
calculated G~ to its limit; (iii) neglect of the cou-
pling of density fluctuations. If we included these,
$ would be complex. The entire analysis would
still be valid, since we never make use of the real-
ity of $. [Paths that wound around either branch
point of tan '

$ would cause uniqueness difficulties

-IO 0 lO

FIG. 3. The function V{/), {3.41), for U/x&=0. 5, 2,
and 5.
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determined by differentiating (3.41):

g, = (U/m~) tan-' ~, . (4. 1)

This is just Anderson's Hartree-Fock equation for
the self-consistent potential. ' For large U, the
solution is

$0= U/26 —2/m+ O(h/U) . (4.2)

g2
Z(g) = exp — dr ———$'(r)

U
0

8 Idrdr', &(r), . (4.4)

With this simplified functional, it is, in fact, pos-
sible to integrate over all paths. To do so, we
first express ( in a Fourier series,

((r) =Z „a„e'"', (4.5)

where ~„=2'/P, sothattherequirement $(0) = ((P)
is satisfied, and a „=a „*, so that $ is real. The
nonlocal kernel in (4.4) can be expressed as a
Fourier integral,

The extremal approximation for the partition func-
tion is

Z = 2Zoe ~""o'cosh[(2~(, /U) P p,,jf,], (4.3)

where we have included both minima and the mag-
netic field term (3.42). This clearly leads to a
Curie law, with the correct moment in the large
U limit. We can identify $ =+(0 as a spin-up con-
figuration and $ = —$0 as spin-down.

For U/nb, &1, $0=0. In this case, we shall ex-
amine the first corrections to the extremal approx-
imation. Since the energy of a path rises rapidly
away from the minimum of V, only small values
of $ should be important. If we expand the func-
tional and keep only the leading terms, we obtain

unity, so

6(Z $ = 3 dao z da„Z)
(4. 9)

This integral factors into a product, and we ob-
tain for the correction to the free energy

«=(I/2p)~. In[1-(U/»)+(U/»') I~. l ].
(4. 10)

The sum in (4. 10) must be restricted because the
ND approximation is not valid for high-frequency
fluctuations. Since the effective e„entering 6„is
zero in the symmetric case, condition (3.4) should
apply. This suggests the cutoff J&„I & ~.

The result (4. 10) is most important in its role
as a check on our procedure to this point. We are
expanding the exponent in Z($) to second order in

If we go back to (2. 27), this could be expressed
as an electron loop with two external-potential
vertices in the linked-cluster diagram sum. The
corresponding unlinked diagrams would have an
arbitrary number of loops, but each with just two
vertices. If the functional integral is performed
on this expansion, the discussion in Sec. II A in-
dicates that we connect "external" vertices by inter-
action ion lines in all possible ways. But all pos-
sible ways in this case only produce chains of bub-
ble diagrams (Fig. 4). The free-energy contribu-
tion of these diagrams is easily evaluated by con-
ventional means, and is

AQ= (1/2p)Z „fin[1 —UXO(~„)]+ in [1+UXO(&o„)]) .
(4. 11)

The single bubble Xo is for + & 0:

P/r=(i/2) f „d~sgn(&u)e '"' . (4.6)

We shall approximate this Fourier integral by a
Fourier series,

P/r = (i/2) (2w/P) Z „sgn((o „)e '"", (4 7)

which is, in fact, the more exact expression
(3.44). Substituting (4.5) and (4.7) in (4.4) yields

Z(g) =exp/- pZ„ la„l'[(s'/U) —(a/w)+ l(u„l/m]}.
(4. 8)

This is just a Gaussian in each Fourier coefficient,
so we can carry out the functional integral. To
ensure that the Jacobian for the new variables of
integration is chosen correctly, we note that the
first term in the square bracket in (4. 8) came
from the original Gaussian weighting factor, and
that the integral with this term alone should be

+ o ~ ~

FIG. 4. Bubble diagram sum in a conventional dia-
grammatic formulation of the Anderson model. The
solid lines are G& Green's functions and the dotted lines
are the interaction U.
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(d((d + 2Q)
m&u(&u+ 2a) a'(1+ &2O)

where we have made provision for a nonzero Har-
tree-Fock (HF) field $o. The first term in (4. 11)
comes from the triplet part of the bubble sum, and
the second term from the singlet part. Comparing
(4. 10) with the exact expression shows that only
the triplet (spin-fluctuation) part occurs, and that
yo(+) is replaced by the first two terms in its ex-
pansion about zero frequency. The cutoff I &„I & 6
is also correct in the sense of being a best approx-
imation to (4. 12). Therefore, in this small-fluc-
tuation limit, we have a precise check on the ND

approximation.
It is also possible to calculate the free-energy

contribution from small fluctuations about the
polarized HF solution. In this case, more care
must be exercised in expanding the T term. We
can verify that the functional reproduces the cor-
rect (0 dependence of the first two terms in the
low-frequency expansion of go(&). When (p»1,
however, the cutoff I~ I & 6 does not properly rep-
resent Xo. A cutoff l+ l & a)0 would be a better ap-
proximation although the linear frequency depen-
dence is only accurate for t(d ) & A. From Sec.
IIIA we see that if a nonzero Hartree-Fock poten-
tial had been included in Ho, we would have pre-
dicted l(el & n$, as the cutoff from (3.4). The or-
der of doing the calculation should not matter, so
we infer that the larger cutoff is the better one,
even though it is not a strict consequence of the
way we actually did the calculations.

The identification of the bubble-diagram sum as
the small-fluctuation expansion of our functional
raises another question. It is well known that lad-
der diagrams, corresponding to transverse spin
fluctuations, make a free-energy contribution
equal to twice the expression obtained from the
longitudinal spin fluctuations. It is clear from the
diagram analogy that the ladder sums are related
to terms in all powers of f in the functional, and
will not separate out in any simple fashion. We
believe that the resolution of this apparent paradox
lies in the fact that neither ladders nor bubbles are
especially important in this problem. When the
mean-square fluctuation amplitude is really small,
the bubble sum is equal to its lowest term, which
also happens to be a ladder. When U/wh is close
to 1 so that the bubble sum is large, the fluctua-
tions are large and the expansion of the functional
is invalid. In this case higher terms corresponding
to all types of diagrammatic topologies will come
in together.

Ladder and bubble sums have been selected in
other studies of the magnetic-impurity problem be-
cause they are the simplest structures that can

give a susceptibility which tends to diverge. If,
however, one takes a double-peaked spectral densi-
ty for the d-state Green's function of the type pre-
dicted by equation-of-motion studies, yo 1/2U,
and the bubble and ladder sum are not even close
to being singular. This is independent evidence
that other diagrammatic topologies are important.
In the perturbation treatments of the x-ray prob-
lem, where the electron-gas phase-space consid-
erations are similar to this problem, ladder struc-
tures play no special role. ' '" None of these ar-
guments apply to uniform systems where the phase-
space considerations are very different and where
a susceptibility divergence associated with a ferro-
magnetic transition can occur.

8. Hopping Paths

The case of most interest is that of large U/6,
where there are two wells in the potential V cor-
responding to the polarized Hartree-Fock solutions.
If there were only a single minimum, we could
work on fluctuations about it to whatever order we
liked, and that would be that. Here, however, a
totally different possibility arises. A path can hop
back and forth between + (o and —$0 an arbitrary
number of times and still have a potential energy
equal to that of the Hartree-Fock solution. Such
paths will have a larger "kinetic" energy T than
the extremal paths. Since the cutoff requirements
of our theory exclude functions which pass over the
potential hump instantaneously, there will be a
small extra V contribution as well. Such a path is
illustrated in Fig. 5. The extra energy of many of
these paths may be sufficiently small that their
lessened probability is more than compensated by
their large number, and they make an important
contribution to the partition function.

There are no other paths which appear to be as
important. One could refine the basic hopping
paths by considering fluctuations about each mini-

FIG. 5. Typical "hopping" path. + $0 are the posi-
tions of the minima of V{)), and the positions t; of the
hops are arbitrary, except for the obvious requirement

&~'i -~i ~&0 ~
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mum, but any radically different path will become
less and less probable as U/6 becomes larger.
Therefore, we will evaluate our functional for such
paths, and consider that they form the "adequate
set" of paths we hoped to select.

To evaluate the T term for a hopping path, we
substitute (3.43) in (3.40) and integrate by parts
on T:

dr T=~ drdr 'in~7 —7 '~1, , d$(r ') d

0
r

0
d7 ' dv'

$(r) 1+$ (r)
5'(r) —5'(r ') 1+5'(r ') (4. 13)

We have assumed $(0) = $( P) = 0 again, although the
weaker condition $(0) = $( P) would suffice if the
kernel of the Appendix were used. Now we define
hopping paths such that the derivative of ( is strict-
ly zero unless f(&r &t(+ro. Then (4. 13) only has
contributions when both v and 7 ' are inside hops,
and we will write the integral as

Since I(0) = 0,

L „.( —1)"' [2 (ta,n ' $,)/((] ' ln
~
f( —f,

~
. (4. 18)

d$(r '
) $0 1+$0

dr ' $', —('(r ') 1+$'(r ') (4. 19)

Sa=- 2

Correction terms are of order ro/(f( f() The
coefficient in (4. 18) is just the square of the change
of Fermi-surface phase shift when the hop takes
place. An analogous quantity enters the exponent
of the deep-hole propagator in the ND theory. '

The short-range term is somewhat more diffi-
cult to evaluate. First, we integrate by parts on
r and obtain

tlap
S„=—, dr ' ln

~
(f (+ r, —r ')(t (

- r ')
~

t]

—f d»= Z f dr f dr'F(r, r')
0 (4.20)

+Z f ' ' dr dr 'E(r, r '), (4. 14)

where E is the integrand in (4.13). We will assume
that the mean spacing between hops is much greater
that 70. Then the ln comes out of the integralwhen
i &j, and we may write the long-range term

L(;———p(in' t( —f; i) dr dr '

ty

~ d &(r) 1+ $'(r)
d7 g'(r) —&'(r ') 1+g'(r ') (4. 15)

1+(',d$' ~,p ln ( I2
-40

~ (4. 16)

The ( —1)'"occurs because the sense of each
successive hop is reversed. The easiest way we
have found to do this integral employs a trick. We
transform to a normalized variable and differen-
tiate with respect to hp

'

1+ $0 ~
1+$px

tan '$0 d
( (( )g

1+(() d/p
(4. 17)

The 7 integrand is a derivative, so this integral is
trivial. The 7

' integral is converted to an integral
over d$(r '

) = d$ '
by the presence of the derivative.

Therefore,

L,,=(-1)*"(2/ )(vh ~f(-f,. ~)

We cannot proceed without making some assump-
tion about the form of $ within the hop. The sim-
plest choice is a linear variation:

t (r) = —&o+ 2) 0(r —f; )/r, , (4.21)

S(„———,ln
2 d$ ' a, 2 lnl („(4.22)r 2 -fp

1 ln(1-x') 1/$', +1
1-x' 1/~,'+x' (4.23)

The integral in the first term is the same as that
in (4. 16). The effect of (4. 22), therefore, will be
to replace lnlt( —t&l by lnl(t( —t&)/rol in (4. 18).
[The cancellation in the double sum caused by
( —1)'' is just such as to leave one factor of lnrp
over for each hop. ]

The second integral (4. 23) cannot be expressed
in known functions and has no convenient expan-
sion. In the large (0 limit,

1 lnx ln(1 —x ) (4.24)
77 -1 1 X

The integrand is regular at x=O and has integrable
logarithmic singularities at x= +1, so it is a finite
constant which we estimate numerically to be
—(4/((') [(1.20)].

To evaluate the last contribution [(4. 20)], we
substitute the linear hopping form (4. 21), ro can-
cels out, and we obtain

where we have assumed a —to + hop. Substituting.
we separate S&, into
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1+go
(h h-')($' —t'") 1+& " '

(4.25)

This may be simplified by interchanging $ and $
'

and taking half the sum. The resulting integral in
normalized variables is

1
1 1/~', +x'

S)2($0) 2 2 dxd+ 2 )2 + i(2 t22' -1 x -x 1y'(0+x
(4.26)

To evaluate this integral, we differentiate with
respect to h0'.

dS)2 1
d$o )v $o (1/$o+x ))

(tan- ~o) .4 -1 2

m $0

Since S&o(0)=0,

S,.((.) = (4/"—) f,
"d((tan '])'/( .

(4.27)

(4.28)

+(8/)vo) f dt'(in))(tan '&)/(1+( ), (4.29)

where the integral is a constant which we estimate
numerically to be + 0.852.

The integral of the V term requires the assump-
tion of a hopping shape, and is completely straight-
forward for linear hops. The leading term at large
Uis

dv' V= +Snv'0U, (4. 30)

where n is the number of hops and we have ne-
glected the constant Hartree-Fock contribution.

We have not yet determined v0. It clearly can
be varied to minimize the energy of the path:

E(vo) =n(o voU lnvo) i (4. 31)

This integral has an obvious logarithmic divergence
at large $0. Integrating by parts and expanding, we
find

8) - —1n&o —4/(v)$o)+2/()v$o) +' ' '

that the leading terms are independent of detailed
assumptions of the path shape, and therefore of
the absolute accuracy of the ND form. The ln7.0

factor (4.22) is necessary to give the long-range
term (4. 18) the correct dimensionality. The 1ngo

term (4.29) is independent of ro and comes from
an integral in which the equal-time singularity of
the ND kernel is canceled. Finally, the potential
contribution (4.30) is initially shape and ro depen-
dent, but this dependence is canceled by our vari-
ational choice of 7'0. We believe that the inaccura-
cies are all contained in numerical terms which
are negligible compared to n ln)0 in the large U

limit.
To evaluate the contribution to the partition

function from all hopping paths, we must sum over
all possible even numbers of hops and integrate
over the positions of each hop. The number of
distinguishable positions is of order P/vo and two

hops cannot approach closer than v0. Our result
for the partition function is

n=0

-gn d)tQn 2n 0 dhzff-1 P 0 dt1
0

0 ~ ~

0 ~0 0 ~0 0 70

(4.34)

A new study of the ground-state energy of the
~-d exchange model was recently published by
Anderson and Yuval. ' Their procedure is to write
a perturbation expansion in the transverse (spin-
flip) parts of the exchange interaction, use the ND

asymptotic form for the conduction-electron
Green's function, and include the longitudinal part
of the exchange to all orders in each term of the
expansion within the ND approximation. Their
expression (for the exponential of P times the
ground-state energy) is identical to (4.33) in form.
The correspondence of the various parameters is

- 12tan &o

r f&i ~0

(4.33)

The result of using the more exact kernel (3.44)
in T would be the replacement

v'o 6/U, (4.32)

where we have also taken the large U limit of the
coefficient of lpr~. This leads to [2(tan-'(, )/x]'- 1-J,N(0),

o (J' )o

(4.35)

(4.36)

so the contribution of the V term is of order unity
per hop and, in fact, independent of path shape.

The value we have found for r0 is at the limit of
validity for the ND approximation, even taking the
smaller of the cutoffs discussed in Sec. IVA.
This should lead us to question the various con-
tributions to the path energy found from within the

hops. In each case, however, we have evidence

The Schrieffer-Wolff transformation gives the
relation

JÃ(0) 86/v)U (4.37)

in our symmetric case. Since $o = U/2 6 in the
large U limit, (4.35) agrees with (4.37). Ander-
son and Yuval's 7'0 is an arbitrary cutoff parameter
which they set equal to 1/ev, [or N(0)], the only
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1/5%0)
Tg —%pe (4.3S)

is the inverse of the Kondo energy. Of course the
Anderson model can only correspond to the s-d
exchange model with antiferromagnetic coupling.
However, it can come arbitrarily close to the
phase-transition line.

In the initial presentation of this work, v'0 was
taken to be I/6 and the V term in the functional
was stated to be responsible for a characteristic
energy of the order of the Kondo energy, with the
T term contributing numerical factors. ' Rama-
krishnan points out that one would not obtain a
temperature-dependent free energy if this were
so. As our present analysis shows, it is, in
fact, not so. After the V term dictates hopping
paths, the T term dominates the behavior of the
fluctuations, and the V term's only additional role
is fixing vp.

V. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

The susceptibility and specific heat may be

high-energy cutoff in their model. ' The fact that
our ra= 6/U is not a serious discrepancy, since
the Anderson model has an additional "natural"
cutoff and since U is generally considered to be of
order E~. Each theory, in fact, has just a single
dimension-setting energy and a single dimension-
less ratio (for J,=J,). Equation (4.36) fails to
correspond to (4.37) only by a numerical factor,
whose determination is outside the range of validity
of both theories.

This comparison leads to the important conclu-
sion that within theories which treat all Fermi-
surface anomalies correctly, the 8-d exchange
model and the Anderson model behave identically.
Furthermore, the relation between parameters
which was derived only to lowest order persists
in these asymptotically exact theories. It is clear
that the correspondence breaks down when the
fluctuations about our hopping paths become so
large as to destroy their identity. Such cases of
weakly magnetic impurities are thus not properly
described by the s-d exchange model with a large
J.

The hopping-path partition function (4. 28) has
been analyzed in an approximation good for small
JN(0) '7 It is f.ound to undergo a "phase transition"
as a function of its parameters. For Z, &0 (cor-
responding to ferromagnetic exchange in our pres-
ent notation) and IJ, l & IJ, I, the average

(((r)((r )& Z f=5~-~(r)~(r')Z($) (4.38)

approaches a finite limit for large v —v''. For
lJ, l & IJ, t or J, & 0, this correlation function falls
to zero for 7 —v '&v~, where

found directly from the partition function. The
scattering of conduction electrons from the im-
purity must be found from their t matrix, which
is in turn proportional to the d-state Green's
function.

It is obvious that the complete d-state Green's
function should be given by the path average of G„
for particular paths:

(5. 1)

This is easily proved by starting with the inter-
action representation form of the Green's function
and applying the Hubbard transformation to the S
matrix.

To find the total scattering cross section, we
need the imaginary part in the zero-frequency
limit of

(5.2)

Suppose

SG,(r)
QQ 77 T

(5.3)

Then (5. 2) does not exist, strictly speaking, at
& =0, but displays the well-known discontinuity of
G~(a) across the real-z axis. The scattering rate,
in unitarity-limit units, is given by

—d Imc, (iO') = y . (5.4)

This argument was carried out in the zero-tem-
perature limit, but presumably can be generalized
in parallel with the theory of the Appendix.

The Green's function for a particular path is
given in (3.27), and both the "adiabatic" and "tran-
sient" terms contribute to the coefficient of 1/
(r —r '). We find

y = cos'r}o lim (X(r'')/X(r)) . (5.6)

Written out, this expression is like the partition
function (4.33) with external sources at r and r'
interacting" with each hop via lnl (r —f,)/(r ' —f,) I.

This expression is far too difficult to evaluate in
detail, even by the approximate methods used on
Z. ' However, we can estimate (5. 6) by quite a
simple argument. X(r) is a functional of $(r), and

= -([X(r ')/X(r)] cosrl(r) cosrl(r ')), (5.5)

where ( ) denotes the path average weighted by Z($)
as in (5.1), rI(r) is the instantaneous Fermi-sur-
face phase shift, and X(r) is the functional defined
in (3.29).

For hopping paths, it is adequate to treat g as
equal to its values in the minima, a gp; then,
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For hopping paths, it is easily shown that

X(r) = H~ t&~+ ~
- & ~&0 /'

t2g —T
(5.6)

where t& are the positions of the hops and v is out-
side each hop. We can evaluate the average of the
single X if we assume strictly periodic hopping,

g= t ~ +p 'tt7 . Then

X(r) = ~tan[(7/r, )+8]~'"o', (5.9}

and the average over a,ll phases 8 (and hoppi~g
periods v„which is trivial since the 8-averaged
result is independent of r,) is

(x(~)) = (1/x(v))
if/ 2

=(2/7/) J d8(tan8) "0 '

= secgo . (5.10}

Substituting in (5.7) and (5.6) yields y = 1, which

corresponds to unitarity-limit scattering. This
result has been obtained in a number of approxi-
mations for both the s-d exchange and Anderson
models, although these calculations do not agree
on the manner in which this zero-temperature limit
is approached. The present crude argument should

only be taken as a demonstration that this result is
plausible in terms of the path integral theory.

It is possible to push this approach a bit further
and consider periodic hopping functions which

spend more time at +(0 than —$o. Such functions
might be representative paths in an external field
which induced a net magnetization. The average
in this case is

s/2 ~ 2&0/~

m/2

This may be reduced to a known integral by treat-
ing sin(8 —g)/cos8 as the independent variable, '
and

co s(2gr/0 /m)

cos'gp

This yields for the scattering

y = cos (go M/Mo),

(5. 12)

(5.13)

where M/Mo is the fractional magnetization com-
pared to the Hartree-Fock state. For M/Mo=1,
this reduces to the resistivity that could be obtained
directly from the Hartree-Fock approximation.
An expression similar to (5. 13) was recently de-

$(v) and $(r ') are found to be uncorrelated for
r-'» 7 r, [(4.38)]. Therefore, we might expect

X(r) and X(r') to be similarly uncorrelated, so

(X(r)/X(r ')) = (X(r)) (1/X(r')) . (5.7)

rived by Ishii for the ground state of the s-g ex-
change model. "

Finally, we can argue about what happens above
the Kondo temperature. In this case, P &7~, so
the size of the classical system represented by the
partition function is small compared to the range
of correlations in the corresponding infinite Sys-
tem. We expect that the system is then "effec-
tively ordered, " so that $(r) and $(r ') are strong-
ly correlated for all possible v —T '. The same
argument should hold for X(v) and X(7'), so

(5.14)

and the resistivity assumes its Hartree-Pock
value.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Obtaining Path Integral

The first decision made in this calculation was
to use the particular diagonal quadratic form (2.20)
of the interaction Hamiltonian to generate the Stra-
tonovich-Hubbard transformation. It was pointed
out that only for this particular ehoiee did the most
probable v'-independent path correspond to the best
variational choice of one-electron potentials in the.
untransformed problem (the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation). The importance of this is clear from the
result, since the hopping paths are at the most
probable magnitude almost all the time. Another
choice, such as (2. 29), would have projduced a
formally similar result, but with tQe most probable
path giving twice the Hartree-Fock d=..state poten-
tial. This would indicate that 8/.t;relight sections of
the hopping paths had no physical me@ning, and
that large and presumably high-frequency

fluctuat-

ionss were important and would have to be dealt
with appropriately before hops were even con-
sidered. ' "Appropriately" would certainly be be-
yond the ability of the ND approximation.

The next choice was to use the ND approxima-
tion. ' This is a purely mathematical approxi-
mation, replacing the kernel in the int;egral equa-

tion (2. 26) by a function to which it is equal only
for sufficiently large time differences. The ap-
proximate kernel is singular and makes the solu-
tion too sensitive to rapid fluctuations in v(v'),

which the discontinuous but bounded exact kernel
would smear over. The approximation is thus
self-checking; we need only verify that we have
adequately restricted the choice of paths. The in-
sensitivity of our key result (4. 33) to high-fre-
quency details of the hopping paths has been dis-
cussed. The previous work on the spin-fluctuation
picture of dilute alloys discussed in Sec. I provided
independent justification for favoring slowly fluc-
tuating paths.
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The decision to neglect contributions to the parti-
tion function from electron charge-density fluc-
tuations on the 4 site followed the ND choice from
physical (although not mathematical) necessity. To
estimate the effect of these fluctuations, we could
assume that they adiabatically follow the slowly
fluctuating magnetic potential. Then the density
fluctuation contribution to the random-phase-ap-
proximation expression (4. 11), which is a function
of f, would be added to V((). This has been found
to lower the hump of V somewhat, but its height
remains of order U, and only the numerical factor
in 7'0 is changed.

9. Using Path Integral

Having obtained the explicit path functional
[(3.40)-(3.43)] what can be done with it? The
precise value of the Anderson model's free energy
is of rather limited interest. Of real interest is
the nature of the dominant paths, their change from
high to low temperatures, and how this affects
thermodynamic and transport yroperties. We
identified a set of low-energy paths by inspection.
This step could be turned into a classification of
paths rather than the selection of a small set, since
all paths can be obtained by adding fluctuations to
the hopping paths. In the large U/6 limit, the ne-
glected contributions to the free energy from all
the paths in a class should not vary appreciably
from class to class. This follows because the
dominantly small-amplitude fluctuations about each
minimum are the same in either minimum, and
should not be sensitive to the number or position
of hops. The restricted "hopping" partition func-
tion (4. 28) is therefore a model for the complete
expression which omits only a temperature-inde-
pendent contribution to the free energy.

Since this hopping model is identical to the An-
derson- Yuval partition function for the s -d exchange
model, "the question of which hopping paths are
most imyortant has the same answer in each case.
We have found that the average hopping path has
the following description': Most hops are close to
one of their neighbors. A row of such paired hops
leads to a predominantly spin-up or spin-down
region of the path. The pairs only interact weakly
with distant pairs or isolated hops. The occasion-
al isolated hops separate (by definition) dominantly
spin-up from dominantly spin-down regions. The
size of these regions is, on the average, the in-
verse Kondo temperature. ' We thus expect T„/T
isolated hops, so that the average path is ordered
(predominantly in one minimum or the other) at
high T, . and disordered at low T. The correlation
function (4.38) is believed to fall off for r»1/Tr
as 7', which is the same as the spin correlation
function on an impurity with no Coulomb interac-

tion. Therefore, the thermodynamic properties
pf dilute alloys should not be singular at zero tem-
perature and should approach their limits as sim-
ple powers of T.

Another interpretation can be given to the hopping
partition function which is useful for discussion
and perhaps for calculation. If one substitutes a
hopping path in (3.43), integrates by parts on r,
and introduces a discrete mesh with spacing vo to
approximate the 7 and v'' integrals, the result
ls 17

Z=Z exp[ —vo p~HZ S~+In~o~ S~S~+i
C i

+ [(tan-'~, )/v]' 2 S,.S, /(i -j)'] . (6 1)

The indices i and j run from 1 to P/r„S;= + 1, and
the outside sum is over all configurations of the
S&. This is just a one-dimensional Ising model.
Unfortunately, for (i —j) ™exchange interactions
in one dimension, it is only for n = 2 that a rigor-
ous proof of the existence of a phase transition has
not been found. " Thouless has proved that if such
a transition exists, the magnetization cannot go
continuously to zero, "which agrees with the ap-
proximate results on the other form of the parti-
tion function. '

One simple thing that can be done with the Ising
model is to set up a variational principle for the
free energy based on an approximate Hamiltonian.
This has been carried out using a nearest-neighbor
interaction model and choosing the interaction
strength to minimize the free energy. The spin
correlation function is found to have a range
exp [2b/(4a —1)], where b is the coefficient to the
nearest-neighbor term in (6. 1) and a is the coeffi-
cient of the long-range term. While this is not
the correct Kondo-energy expression, it is not bad
for such a crude treatment.

The hoyying-path formulation suggests an inter-
esting interpretation of local-moment formation.
Suppose we could only calculate the "adiabatic"
part of the path energy V, which gives the Hartree-
Fock local moment criterion. Suppose further that
we know the maximum-fluctuation frequency to be
of order U. This would lead to a noninteracting
Ising model, with only the first term in (6. 1). The
susceptibility in this approximation is X

-
p, ~~/U,

and is temperature independent. Therefore, the
basic Hartree-Fock approximation is insufficient
to predict local-moment behavior, as experi-
mentally defined, without more detailed informa-
tion about the dynamic response of the electron
gas ~

Next, suppose we add the short-range dynamic
contribution (that from within ea.ch hop), which is
represented by the second term in (6. 1). This
leads to X- p, o~ U/6, independent of temperature
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until T & A /U. Once again, this is far from local-
moment behavior.

We must not only add the long-range term, but

adjust its coefficient so that the model is close to
a phase transition to obtain X Ij.a/Tx and a Curie
law for T & T~. The dominant role played by the
long-range term provides further justification for
the use of the ND approximation.

Performing detailed calculations of the P depen-
dence of the partition function remains a difficult
task. The theory developed in Ref. 17 can, in
principle, be used for this. It was conceived pri-
marily as a means for understanding the low-tem-
perature behavior, however, and may not be the
best way to deal with finite P effects. Since the
qualitative features of the behavior of the classical
model are understood, it should be possible to
complete this task with a confidence in one's ap-
proximation procedure which has heretofore been
lacking.

e~+ A ~& p sin(mr/p)
(A4)

C'(a) =(m/p) f csc[m(r —a)/p] p(r)dv,

e(z) =(m/P) f cot[m(v' —a)/P] p(r)dr .

(A5)

(A6)

It is obvious that 4 and 4 are analytic functions of
z except for a cut on the real axis. In addition,

(Av)

(A8)

This clearly reduces to (3.8) for r«p.
We will need to use two types of sectionally holo-

morphic functions which are periodic generaliza-
tions of the Cauchy integral used by Muskhelish-
vili. " Suppose p(r) is analytic in a strip kiri about
the real axis from 0 to J9, where g-O'. Define

APPENDIX

In deriving the ND approximation, Sec. IIIA, the
stipulation l7'I«P was made, so that the Fermi
function in (3.2) could be treated as a step function.
This is a good approximation for T «T~, since
the correlation range of the fluctuations is of order
I/Tx. " It is possible to relax this restriction and
carry through the same calculations, although it
requires rederiving Muskhelishvili's theory" for
singular integral equations with a modified kernel.
Since the derivations here parallel those of Sec.
III, only the new mathematical operations will be
discussed, and occasional references to equations
in the main text will indicate where more complete
discussion may be found.

From (3.2), for vo«v & P,

y~ e 6(8-&)

moo

(Al)

The contour may be deformed into the upper-half
E plane, and the contribution from the semicircle
at ~ vanishes. Each pole on the imaginary axis
contributes, so

2f~/P
"

(2m+ 1)(P -r}mf
Gg r =

g 2 Z exp
pd+ ~ n=0
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e (r '+ i5) —C (r ' i5) = 2-mi p(r '
) . (A10)

Note that this implies p(P) = —p(0). Otherwise, p
would change discontinuously in the vicinity of 0 or
P, contradicting our analyticity assumption. Sim-
ilarly, we can prove

e'(r') -@ (v ') =2mip(r'), (All)

where the + and —superscripts mean the same as
the limits in (A10), and p(P) = p(0).

For full generality, we shall keep a nonzero
average d-state potential A)0 in our t"„. We will
assume only that the path is periodic, $( P) = $(0),
since the stronger assumption $ (P) = $(0) = 0 will
not be needed. The integral equation (3. 10)
becomes

[1+5'o+ (0$ (r)] Gg(r, r ') = (1+ (0) Gg(r, r '
)

+ —P dr csc $(r )Gg(r, r ) .
0

(A12)

Now for 0 & v' &P and 5 &g,

4(r +i5) —C (r —i5) = — dv cscI ~ f m(r r')-
p p

p(r) dr,

(A9)

where the contour encircles the real 7' axis from 0
to P counterclockwise, and lies completely within
the region of analyticity of p. The only singularity
within the contour is that of csc, the contour can
be shrunk to an infinitesimal circle about it, and

1
G„'v =

(~,'+ A') psi. n(mv/p)
'

The 5-function part of |"~is the same, so

(A3)
Paralleling (3.12)-(3.15),

g(r} = G,(r, v' ),
~(r) = 1+$0+ to&(r),

(A13)

(A14)
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B(r) = &(r),

g(v) = (I+),') G'„(v —v') .

D. R. HAMANN

(A15)

(A16)
(A28)

Then (A12) may be rewritten in Muskhelishvili's
standard form,

II
A(c)2(c) ——.P — s )2(c")2(c")Sc".

vi p p
(Alv)

Define

More general solutions are rejected for the same
reason as above. Substituting A and B, (A28) may
be simplified and written in the form of (3. 18),

X(a) = exp — dt ctn [)V(t) -)V,],~(t -a)

II
2(s)= . —csc - )tt(c")I(c")Ic",

2(vi e P P

(A18)

then (A17) may be written

where

vl(t) = —tan-' [((t) + ~,]
and

(A29)

(Aso)

A (I) = 21) + 4 + g, (A19) g0= -tan '$0 . (Asl)
where all arguments are understood to be v. From
(Alo),

Bg= 4' —C (Aso)

We can eliminate ( from (A19) and (A20), and find

(A -B)e' (A+B)C--=Bg . (A21)

X(z+P) =X(a) (A22)

Now suppose we introduce a function X(a) which
is analytic except for a real-axis cut, andsatisfies

We will find (j) from (A20). The a limits of (A26)
require us to consider the product of two singular
functions, csc and g. In ana. logy to (3.22) we can
write, after a good deal of algebra,

v(t —v ~ie)—csc — g(t)
~P P

( Ps s(2( —t' —c') tl(c ' —
c))—sec

2m P 2P
csc

2P

and

X'/X-=(A -B)/(A+B) . (Ass)
Ps s(t —c) Ps s(t —

))
c'

x —csc ——csc
P ]8 P P

Substituting in (A21),

X'O'-X C =X Bg/(A+B) . (A24)
+ v[+i5(t r) —5()5(t --r ')]

Now X(a)4(a) is analytic by construction except
for a real-axis cut, and satisfies

s'~ v(r ' —T)
X CSC +'L7l5(T —T)

p p
(A32)

X(a+ p)O(a+ p) = -X(a)C(a) . (A25)

We verify from (Alo) that a particula. r function
satisfying (A24) and (A25) is

lnX' —lnX = ln[(A —B)/(A+B)] . (A2v)

Now Inx(a) is an analytic function except for the
real-axis branch cut, and has the periodicity of X,
(A22). We verify from (All) that a particular
solution of (A27) is

e a v(t a) X-(t) B(t)g(t) dt
p
-'

p A(t).B(t)
0

(A26)

The most general solution is (A26) plus a poly-
nomial in sin )vz/p and cos va/p. We reject these
additions because 4, in general, does not have any
shorter periods than P.

We find a solution to the homogeneous equation
(A23) by ta.king its logarithm

In deriving this result, we have restricted v and
r ' to the interval (0, P) so that cos [a(r —r '

)/2P],
whichoccurs inanintermediate step, can never go
through zero. Substitution of (A32) and (A26) in
(A20) yields after straightforward algebraic
manipulations

t2G (T, r ') = —( [$(r) + $ ]'+ I ] '

x —csc + a[t(r)+ j,]5(r —v')v(r T')-
p p

+ [I/2v((r) ][I/X '(r) —1/X (r) ]

x $ [C(r ) C(T)] csc v(r ' r)—
0

p P

~ ~ ~ ~

8

dt C(t) Se(t, r, r ')
(Ass)0

where Se is the first term on the right in (A32),
containing principal value parts only, and

c(t) = --', [x'(t) -x-(t) ] . (A34)
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Equation (A33) may be compared to (S.23). The
first term is just 6„ in the instantaneous potential
g(v') + $0, and we will not discuss it further. The
second term in (A33) is regular at r= r', and cor-
responds to the "transient" term introduced pre-
viously. Unfortunately, it cannot be simplified by
analogy with the steps leading from (3.21) to (3.25)
because S~(f, v', v' ') is not fully separable as is its
counterpart in (3.22).

Now we will calculate the contribution of the
transient part to the linked-cluster expression
(2.27). To evaluate the equal-time limit, we use
l'Hopital's rule and find

A(7'5 T Gg 7y 7
0

d, (~~/S)'C(f)
2v' J, X'(r) X (v) sin'[w(t —r)/P]

1"' x'(f) x-(f) (A37)

Changing 7 to f in the second integral in (A35) al-
lows these terms to be combined:

1 I+i/a I -i/0 dC(f)
x'(f) x-(f) df (A36)

Using X without superscript to represent the prin-
cipal value part in the exponent, this can be sim-
plified to

The term

I = w
' secgo dt X '(f) cosy(f) —[X(t) sin(q(t) —go)] .

0

(A39)

Lo 1 1 dC(~)
x'(~) x-(~) (As5)

fb

dt cosy(t) —sin[q(f) —q, ] (A40)

In the first term in (A35) we integrate by parts on
t. The end contributions vanish because of the
periodicity of all.the functions and this term
becomes

is zero because g(P) =q(0) and the integrand de-
pends on t only through p, which is the effective
variable of integration.

The other term is

2i' Jo X '(r) X (r) )

Pz mt-7 dCt
(A36)

dtdt ' cosy(&) sin[ad(t) Ro]-
7T

Q

„dg(t') Pm m(f' —f)
dt' P P

(A41)

The order of the t and 7' integrations may be in-
terchanged, since the principal value defines the
positions of the singularities. Since X(z) is analy-
tic except for a real-axis cut and has no zeros in
the finite z plane, the same is true of the function
I/X(z). Considering its periodicity, we can use
(A6) and (A11) to write

where we have taken the t derivative through the
t' integral as in (3. 32) to (3.33), but made use
only of the periodicity of $(f) to drop the end
contributions.

For $0= 0, this is the same as (3.35) with

dv' —ctn ~{~-~')
(A42)
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Thermal Shift of a Mossbauer Gamma Ray at a Magnetic Phase Transition
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The thermal shift of the 57Fe Mossbauer y ray in rhombohedral FeF3 gives a weak indication
of a magnetization-dependent Debye temperature. A small isomer-shift discontinuity exists at
the transition to cubic structure at high temperature.

Effects of magnetic phase transitions on the
Mossbauer effect thermal shift in insulators have
recently received both theoretical' and experimen-
tal attention. We have examined this--effect in the
compound FeF3 and find a small magnetization-
dependent change in the Debye temperature below
the Curie point. This result is in accord with
theoretical estimates' but differs from experimen-
tal results in another similar system.

The thermal shift OE& arises through the second-
order relativistic Doppler effect from the thermal
motion of atoms in a solid. It is related to the
kinetic energy of atoms, and therefore to the lat-

tice heat capacity' and internal energy per atom,
U, by the equation

where E is the energy of the y ray and c the veloc-
ity of light. The internal energy should include
the zero-point energy Uo in addition to the usual
expression. In the Debye approximation, the zero-
yoint energy is

where e is the Debye temperature. The tempera-
ture-dependent term is


